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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATONS
AM

Bandwheel width 90mm(3Yr')
BM
C Max. vertical op€ning

(pow€r band re-saw) 6OOmm(24")
Mâx- vertical opening

bandmill)(rolling table Somm(21")
Max. table tih 27'
(Nol availa$e an rcll¡ng lable or cornutw, ntachine)

Sawblade width 10Omm(4")
Sawblade thickness 1mm(19 gauge)

Sawblade length 6.Om( 1 9'8Y.")
Bandwheel speed 640rpm
Blade speed 3om/sec.

(59OO'/min.)
(D¡flerent blade søs available on reauest)

Electric motor power 15kW(2ohp)
overall

Width overall
Width overall (PTO)

@

9OO Rolling ïable Bandmill

1.540m(5'1/z"l
Depth overall 1.170m(3'1O")
Table height from ground 0.980m(3'2l2")
Table width 1.O5Om(3'5tl¡")

J Table depth O.99Om(3'3")
Approx.we¡ght(electr¡c) gookg(1g8olbs)

Approx. weight (PTO) SOOkg(1 76olbs)
Sawdust outlet diameler 15omm(6")
Rolling Table
Length overall (2.8m table) 6.70m(22')
Length ovelall (4.0nì table) 9.150m(30')
Length overall (6.0m table) 12.810m(42')
Width overall (all models) 780mm(307¡")
Table width (all models) æOmm(211/."1

Forestor 900s on the product¡on line in the tactory.

lmperial convers'ons are approximate.

Because we desire to incorporate improvements whenever poss¡ble
we r€serve the right to change specifbations or design at any time
wittìout notice and withot¡t incuning obligation.

Foreetor is a r€g¡stered trademark of Standrange Limited.

c

FORESTOR
35 West Hill, London SW18 1RB, England.
Telephone: O81 -874 OO44.
Fax: O81-871 9373.
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Static or mob¡le.
Electric, PTO or belt drive.
Powered or hand-push table.
No foundations requ¡red.

10omm(4") wide table.
g0omm(36") diam. bandwheels.
Complete low cost sawmill,
Remarkable value for money.

FORESTOR
35 West Hill, London SW18 1RB, England.
Telephone: O81 -87 4 æ44.
Fax:081-871 9373.
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Foreslor is a reg¡stered lrademark of Standrange Limited.

THE WORLD'S LEADING MANUFACTURER OF HORIZONTAL
BANDMILLS - & A MAJOR MANUFACTURER & SUPPLIER
OF TIMBER PROCESSING EQUIPMENT.
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Guards.
Guards are of heavy sheet metal
and conlorm to cunent U.K. Health
and Safety Regulations. Guards
open, or are removable, to allow
ß.lll access for quick and easy
blade changing.

Bandwheels,
90Omm(36") diameter by
90mm(372") wide, the solid cast
and balanced bandwheels run on
sealed heavy duty bearings.

Blade alignment.
This is achieved by finely
adiusting the tracking of the
top idler bandwheel by means
of a small handwheel
conveniently located at lhe
back of the machine.

large machines. Recently, it has proved
very successful sawing rubber wood.

ln contrast to a circular saw wilh its high
wastage, the Forestor 90O's thin gauge
tensioned blade produces little wastage,
gives a high rate of recovery, requires far
less power and is safer.

llydraulic blade tensioning.
The hydraulic blade tensioning,
operated by a hand pump,
moves the top bandwheel
against a coil spring under
compression. The spring
protects the blade from any
damage due to shock loading.
Tensioning is very fast. There is
a relief valve to avoid over
tensioning and a quick release
valve to release lhe tension.
The removable handle, which
operates the hydraulic pump, is
stored conveniently on the side
of the machine.

Blade lubrication.
The lubricant is gravity fed from
a storage tank on to felt pads
running on the blade. A simple
ffow control tap govems the rate
of flow.

El€ctric, PTO or belt drive.
Yor.l have a choice of power
source. The 9OO is oflered with its
own electric motor, or with power
take off, or it can be belt driven (V-
bell or flat belt) from any suitable
power source such as a diesel or
petrol engine.

I

Sawdust clearance,
Sawdust clearance is aided by vanes
fitted to the lower bandwheel which blow
the sawdust oul through the side chute.
This machine can of course be linked to a
sawdust extraction or removal system.
The side chute can be supplied pointing
in any direction if requested.

,=!!-¡

No foundataons needed.
The 90o needs no foundations,
only a firm level surface to
stand on. Not only does this
eliminate installation costs it
also allows complete flexibility
in positioning.

10omm(4') wide blade.

combined power band resaw
& rolling table bandmill

This machine combines the power resaw
with the rolling table bandmill. Basically,
it is the standard rolling table bandmill
with the track extended to allow the resaw,
mounted on its own table, to be'parked'
at one end when not in use. When the
power resaw is needed it is simply
pushed along the track and locked in
position at the bandsaw. The same
choices of power source are available
as with the individual resaw and rolling
table bandmill.



rolling table bandmill Blade tension
indicator.
An indicator shows the
correct tens¡on, not only
for a lOOmm(4") blade
but also for 75mm(3")
and 5Omm(2"). This not
only allows for smaller
width blades to be used
but also shows the
operator how to
compensate by varying
the tension for blades
that have become
narrower lhrough
repeated sharpening.

Blade guides.

the
the

heart of
9OO system

the initial cut. The log is then normally
turned on to the sawn face and further
dogging is not needed.

A series of calibrated back stops is fitted
which can be set to give standard widths
of cut of 1', 11h", 2", 3" and 4".

However, the back stops are fitted in slots
and can be moved back to give any width

up to a maximum of 30omm(1 2"). The
back stops can be supplied calibrated to
any sizes on special request. Alternatively,
an adjustable parallelogram fixed fence is
available on request.

With its lOOmm(4') wide blade the 9OO
bandmill can break down logs up to
450mm(18") in diameter and, just as

importantly, it can turn small diameter
logs, which would otherwise go for low
return pulp or chippings, into valuable
sawn timber.

It is ideally suited for converting tropical
timbers such as teak, meranti, kerung and
mahogany, which are sometimes sawn at
unnecessary high cost on unnecessarily

The upper
assembly
adjuslable
being raised and
lowered by a handwheel
operating a rack and
pinion. lt can be locked
in position. lt is made of
sleel with hardwood
blade þuide inserts,
which are individually
adjustable for wear.

blade guide
is fully
for height

Heavy duty mach¡ne.
It is an industrial
machine w¡th heaw
duty all welded steel
construction. The main
îrame is reinforced
internally with full width
webbing.

The heart of the Forestor 9OO system is the 90O
bandsaw. With its man-size 10Omm(4")wide
blade, it is a true wide bandsaw, giving better
cutting, greater accuracy, faster feed speeds and
less blade problems than narrower bladed
machines.

Its wide but thin gauge tensioned blade, running
on 90Omm(36") bandwheels, allows a very narrow
saw kerf which produces little wastage and gives

a high rate of recovery.

The Forestor 9OO needs no foundations and can
be placed on any firm level surface - and its
ready for use.

With its rugged construction, it is man enough for
continual sawmill, forestry or furniture and joinery
plant use, yet inexpensive enough for the small
workshop.

The 9OO bandsaw can be powered in three ways:

1. Electric motor. The 900 can be supplied with its
own 15kW(20hp), 3 phase, 380v or 415v, SOHz

electric motor with Star Delta starting. Or American
supply 22Ov or 46O/48Ov,6OHz, complete with
DOL starting to UL (Undenvriters Laboratory)
Standard with overload protection. (Larger motors
and different voltages are available on request.)

2. Power Take Off. Uniquely, it can be supplied
with a PTO gearbox, which allows it to be driven,
via the PTO shaft, by any suitably equipped farm
tractor or vehicle.

3. Belt drive. lt can also be belt driven (V-belt or
flat belt)from any suitable external engine, tractor
pulley etc.

These power options are one of the many unique
features which make the 9OO the most versatile
bandsaw in lhe world.

ln some pholographs guards have been
removed to show features more cleañy.

Lq gr¡ps.
These are used fo secure
the rcund log during the
initial cuL

Hydnulic drive moton
Ihrs shows the hydraulic motor which drives
the powered table on the PTO model.

Calibntecl back stops.
These can be sel to give a range of cut timber sizes.

Control lever.
The lever controls both the direction and the
speed oÍ the powered table.

Adjustable feet.
The conveyor sectlons, which carry the table,
have adjustable feet lor ease of levelling.

Sectional assembly.
Both the table and frame are made of sect¡ons
/ess lhan 2m(6'6") in length. This makes for
easy assembly and transportation.

Pole splitting attachment.
This useful attachment consists of four V-brackets which bolt
to the top of the rolling table, between the hardwood inserts.
The V-brackets automatically centre the log for splitting down
the middle.

Bandwheel cleaning.
Both bandwheels are fitted with a cleaning pad
and a scraper.

Bandwheel brake.
A hand operated driven-
bandwheel brake is f¡tted as
standard. An electronic brake,
which provides very rapid
stopping, is available as an
optional extra. lt operates
automatically when the emergency
stop button is pressed.

Final drive.
On all models the final drive to the lower
bandwheel is via heavy-duty triple V-belt to
ensure adequate power transmission and
prolonged belt life.

Safety disengage.
A safety kick-off pedal is fitted to the PTO
model. This disengages the final drive to
the bandwheel.

Easy transportability.
The PTO model has three point linkage for
ease of moving by tractor.
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Stages ln the breakdown of a log.



rolling table bandmill
With its rolling table bandmill, the 90O is a
complete low cost sawmill for log
conversion and re-sawing.

It needs no foundations and can be set
up on any firm level site. This offers
flexibility in positioning the machine within
the workshop, plant or sawmill. And there
are no special foundation costs and

production can stad as soon as the
machine arrives.

It also means that the PTO model, which
is fully mobile, can be set up on any flat
forest site.

The rolling table and its associated
conveyor sections are manufactured in
modular form. Each part is less than 2m

in length. This makes assembly and
erection easy and on the PTO model
makes transportation simple and
convenient. The conveyor sections have
adjustable feet for levelling.

The table is offered as either hand push
or power driven. Amazingly very little
effort is needed to hand push the table,

even when sawing large logs.

On the electric machine, power drive is
by variable speed electrohydraulic feed
unit. The feed unit is completely self-
contained and needs no maintenance.

On the PTO model, power drive is by
hydraulic motor which is run from the
tractor hydraulic system.

lf the machine is belt driven, drive for the
table is again by hydraulic motor, driven
by the same external engine which drives
the belt.

By whichever method it is powered, the
feed is very smooth and infinitely variable.
Power to the table is controlled by a hand
lever which varies the direction and the

speed of the table.

Three standard sized rolling tables are
available: a 2.8m, a 4m and a 6m. Each
will handle timber up to a maximum
length of the table. However, any length of
table can be supplied to special order.

The rolling table is equipped with two
dogs for securing the round log during

A furestor 900 rolling table bandmill sawing rubber wood and Merant¡ ¡nto higher value
timber tor furniture, mouldings etc.

This 900 at fhe Sfrutt & hrker managed Oruell hrk Estate, near lpswich,
England, was installed to convert low value windblown trees into tree
stakes for their replanting progrcmme lt was estimated that the total cost

Chestnuf stakes produced on the 900 blow. An estimated
70,000 would be needed to replant apprcx.150 acres.

of the 900 plus 10 blades and other ancillary equipment would be paid tor
within three years just producing the Estales own needs.

A mobile Forestor 900 rolling table bandmill set up for on-s¡te sawing.

One of the fißt 900 rolling table bandmills, bing used Íor log
conversion and re-sawing. Thinnings and mixed specie logs, up to
450mm(18") diameter are bing convefted, on s¡te, into high value sawn

With three-point linkage, the Forestor 900 is easily moved and
transported. /n ¿h,s case the rolling table lollows behind in the trailer.

timber. This set up makes a complete sawmill, avo¡ding the need to use
over4arge and expensive machinery lor small log conversion.


